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Traditional signage is being replaced by digital displays that are directly connected
to the Internet and show content from the cloud. These displays increasingly rely on
a standard web-browser and HTML5 technologies for rendering rich media content.
As the number of these displays increase, it is critical to provide user-friendly
and efficient solutions for managing them remotely from the cloud. The remote
management of such displays traditionally relies on proprietary native software
solutions that employ remote desktop access technologies such as Virtual Network
Computing (VNC) and Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP). However, these solutions
are not only resource-intensive in terms of the consumed bandwidth, but also
cumbersome to use on mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets.
In this thesis, we design a new remote-management solution that relies on available
web technologies including HTML5, WebRTC and WebSocket. In particular, we
use the WebSocket protocol and a Publish/Subscribe communication pattern for
our proposed solution. To demonstrate the feasibility of this remote-management
solution, we implement a proof-of-concept HTML5-based application for a repre-
sentative digital signage scenario. Three different versions are implemented and
realized on top of state-of-the-art JavaScript libraries, namely mutation-summary,
sharejs, and socket.io.
The performance of these solutions is evaluated in terms of payload, round trip
time, throughput, and application response time. The obtained results show that
mutation summary has low latency and is best suited for non-interactive content.
ShareJS and Socketio are more suitable for real-time collaborative applications.
Lastly, we also analyze the libraries from a programmer’s perspective and present
important implementation related considerations.
Keywords: WebSocket, Socket.io, ShareJS, Mutation Summary, HTML5, Cloud
server, Cloning, Virtual Network Computing.
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11 Introduction
Electronic displays that show digital content are indeed replacing traditional notice
boards, billboards and so on. Nowadays, these displays are connected directly to
the Internet and serve content from the cloud. This has opened up new possibilities
for remote access and management of these displays. The proliferation of pervasive
displays has also increased over time due to technological advancements in their
hardware. Moreover, there are large and multi-screen displays that support rich user
interactions.
1.1 Research Scope and Goals
Many of the digital displays are deployed in public areas and it is difficult to estimate
how many people viewed the content. Besides, it is challenging to attract users to
view and interact with the content. With interaction types based on touch, gesture,
and mobile phones, it is now possible to support interactive applications. As the
number of these displays increase, it is critical to provide user-friendly and efficient
solutions for managing them remotely from the cloud.
We investigated existing solutions for remote management of pervasive displays
and found that most of them require installation of native software. A recent
work adopted web-based solution to manage the displays and also supported user
interactions with their mobile phones [53]. However, mobile devices are energy
constrained: performing heavy-duty tasks on these devices consumes a large amount
of resources. There are practical solutions such as code oﬄoading, where complex
computing tasks are performed in the cloud [5, 32]. An example is given by an image
recognition software where complex calculations run on the cloud while the client
with a light-weight software displays the returned results from the cloud. Alternate
solution is to get remote access to the display using thin client software such as
Virtual Network Computing (VNC), Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) solutions [55].
This type of software connects to a remote desktop server and provides access to
server applications. The client application gives a desktop user interface to the client
and its inputs are sent to the server. However, these solutions are mainly designed for
desktop computers and have performance issues when used in mobile devices. Also,
these solutions are cumbersome to use on devices such as smartphones and tablets.
There are proprietary solutions such as SmartVNC [67] for mobile devices but they
are not freely available. This thesis instead, focuses on providing an efficient solution
in terms of network utilization and delay for remote management of displays. The
proposed solution is based on an extensive literature survey conducted to characterize
the research challenges in the management segment of the pervasive displays. This
thesis considers web based solutions due to the various benefits that they offer: device
and platform independence, ease of use, the need for browser support only and no
additional hardware to play media content.
1.2 Contributions
This thesis leverages modern web technologies specifically – HTML5, WebRTC and
WebSocket – for remote management of pervasive displays. This thesis extends
the recent research work by Oat et al. [42] that provides a web based solution
for controlling the content with the users mobile device. Specifically, we build a
web-based solution for remote management of pervasive displays. We employ three
state-of-the-art JavaScript libraries for real-time collaborative web applications and
implement a representative HTML5 application for digital signage. We then evaluate
the performance of the underlying approach in terms of Round Trip Time (RTT),
overhead and page loading time. We conduct different experiments and measure
these metrics in different network conditions.
This thesis attempts to provide highly efficient solutions for remote management
of displays. Our work is helpful for future research on creating and scheduling multiple
contents to the displays. We also suggest few real-time frameworks not used in this
thesis that could be considered for future research.
1.3 Structure of the thesis
This thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 briefly introduces the history of
pervasive displays and then presents their software architecture, along with the
major techniques used for remote management. Chapter 3 overviews traditional
bi-directional communication techniques for web applications and their limitations;
it then introduces current technologies that can be adopted. Chapter 4 describes
the setup of our experimental testbed and the results of the experimental evaluation
conducted. Finally, Chapter 5 concludes the thesis and discusses possible future
work.
32 Pervasive Displays
Pervasive displays are digital displays that show different contents such as text, video,
audio and so on. These displays are deployed in public, semi-public and private
spaces such as shopping malls, railway stations, offices and so on. Pervasive displays
are also called ubiquitous displays or digital signage. In this thesis we use, these
terms interchangeably, unless otherwise stated. These displays gained popularity
because of different features that they provide including push-based distribution
(for example advertisements, emergency announcements), context-specific content
(for example web advertising), multimedia content (for example images, videos),
and are easy to upgrade. Advertising is the most important domain for the use
of display networks, as these displays are majorly supported by advertisements [7].
These signage systems are being transitioned from showing content only systems to
systems that support communication and interaction. Technical work in this type of
display networks is often carried out by the graphics (Human Computer Interaction)
and ubiquitous computing communities. In this chapter we briefly introduce, the
evolution of pervasive displays, various reasons and techniques used over the years
for remote management of pervasive displays.
2.1 Evolution of Pervasive Displays
Research in the field of Pervasive displays and digital signage started almost 30 years
back. Since then, tremendous innovations took place in this field. The digital displays
were first put into public use in the form of “media links” during the 1980s. The
media links are created by joining both audio and video links [7]. In the 1990s various
methods were introduced to install information displays in the public environments.
One such method is Flexible Ubiquitous Monitor Project (FLUMP) [21] that used
traditional LCD’s to display multimedia information. Also, wearable devices were
explored for displaying information during that period. In the early 2000s various
methods were explored to use small digital displays for displaying information in
workplaces (e.g., displays as doorplates) [7]. Also, during that period effective use of
the pervasive displays in improving awareness and creating a sense of community at
the workplace is investigated [7]. The capabilities of these device are further extended
to support various features such as live video conversations, display items of relevant
information such as live news, weather feeds and so on. Many other solutions were
developed to provide awareness, and to promote social interaction. In the late 2000s
deployment of pervasive displays in public places such as city centers and university
campuses has significantly increased.
The hardware features for public signage displays evolved from the early split-flap
displays to the recent development of ultra high definition or 4k resolution displays,
and wearable devices like Google Glass [7]. In split-flap displays a series of flaps are
rotated mechanically to form the display as shown in Figure 1a. In today’s world,
there are also video walls (i.e., multi-monitor displays such as the one shown in
Figure 1b) that are designed to overcome the size limitation of LCD displays.
Prior to web technologies, native software was installed on display systems to
4serve various purposes. With the evolution of Internet technologies modern browsers
(thin-clients) have the ability to play high-quality videos and also support real-time
communication. Therefore many signage systems these days use web technologies to
distribute and manage the display content. Also, with thin-clients a wide-range of
display systems can access the full range of digital signage functionality. Modern
pervasive displays are equipped with the latest display and sensing technologies, and
can connect to the Internet over a wireless connection. Also, these displays can
be managed and serve content from servers deployed in the cloud [7, 53]. Modern
displays also support different user input types such as touch, gesture and mobile
device-based interactions [7]. This has enabled the content designers and display
manufacturers to support wide range of features [7].
Despite the innovation in technologies and display systems, there are many design
challenges involved in creating and distributing the content that add real value to
the viewer. The key challenge here is to identify the capabilities of the installed
pervasive displays in public areas [7].
(a) Traditional Split-flap displays [3] (b) Video Wall displays [26]
Figure 1: Display types
2.2 Reasons and Requirements to Manage Pervasive Displays
Remote management of pervasive displays is necessary for various important reasons
such as:
• Manual monitoring and service restoration during faults is cumbersome.
• Monitoring the display state changes is also a challenging task that is to be
handled by the management part of the signage architecture [7].
• In the case of open display networks [8] the concept of display app-stores
allows both users and display owners to purchase the applications from a
central repository and expects it to be displayed on the screen. This requires
management of interfaces such as those between application server and the
central repository for proper scheduling.
• Securing these displays is critical for various reasons particularly when the
displays support user interactions. For example a user is susceptible to evil
twin attacks where the attacker attracts the user to connect to rogue access
5point (i.e., same SSID of the original one) and access the phishing pages and
steal sensitive data [11].
• Furthermore, irrespective of the location of the digital displays, the content
must be distributed to these displays almost instantaneously.
These displays also require an easy and non-technical installation and configuration
process. They must show the appropriate content that is targeted and needs proper
scheduling of the content. The management component must be designed carefully
to handle these challenges and several techniques were proposed over the years to
solve some of the challenges.
2.3 Software Architecture of Pervasive Display Networks
The architecture for the digital signage systems can become quite complex based on
the purpose to be solved. However, we base our study on the basic architecture for
signage systems [7, 53] as shown in Figure 2. There are mainly four components in
the software architecture of pervasive displays networks which are content creation,
scheduling and management, display component and interactive devices such as
mobile phones.
In the content creation component, the software and tools used are generic, thus
not specific to signage systems. However, most signage systems provide tools with
simple interface for creating content. These tools can be used for creating different
types of content such as images, videos, audio, animations and textual information.
The main research area of the pervasive displays is scheduling and management and
Human Computer Interaction (HCI). This scheduling and management component
serves the back-end for the signage system architecture and takes care of distributing
the content to the appropriate screen parts of the displays. Modern commercial
signage systems use cloud services for managing the content.
• To achieve content scheduling in non-interactive signage systems, signage
operators usually create display groups and content playlists. The scheduling
and management part takes care of mapping and scheduling of playlists to the
display groups. In interactive signage systems the functionality is complex due
to the factors to be considered such as user interaction, content upload by third
parties and so on. This segment has many challenges to fulfill due to a wide
range of scheduling requirements such as displaying content at specified times,
content rescheduling based on user interaction and displaying the same content
for a certain number of times.
• From an architectural perspective, it is beneficial to separate the management
of pervasive displays from content scheduling and distribution. The display
management component handles various administrative functions such as remote
monitoring of displays, controlling the power states of the device and handling
software updates.
6The display component (i.e., displays) shows the content served by the cloud servers.
The other features such as sensing and interactions are also supported by the displays.
The device based interactions are often done using mobile devices. Mobile devices
act as a gateway to the displays in the local physical environment. These mobile












Figure 2: Basic Digital Signage System Architecture in the recent times
2.4 Techniques
There are many ways to manage and distribute the content securely to the appropriate
displays. With the recent advancements in the ubiquitous computing, it is possible
to manage and schedule different types of applications such as real-time interactive
applications, traditional digital signage applications that are often non-interactive
and both these types of applications concurrently [13]. Some of the projects that
support both the interactive and user-contributed content are Instant Places, Screens
In The Wild (project aimed to enhance the digital displays design to benefit public
life), UBI-hotspots (large multipurpose public interactive displays deployed in Oulu),
and e-campus (digital displays connected in a network and used for regular signage
within a campus) [7, 13].
There are various types of techniques introduced over time and are categorized. These
techniques are described next.
72.4.1 Mobile device-based
Mobile based interactions are quite popular for some time and is an effective way to
attract users by allowing them to interact with the pervasive displays. There are
different ways for a mobile device to communicate with the nearby digital display.
Earlier techniques used Bluetooth for the communication between the mobile device
and the display located in the physical environment. Later on, due to technical
advancements mobile phone applications were developed to send user inputs to the
applications deployed in cloud for controlling the content on nearby pervasive dis-
plays. Near Field Communication (NFC) tags of the devices are also used to establish
communication between mobile phones and the nearby pervasive displays. Latest
techniques use Quick Response (QR) codes and RFID for accessing information from
the pervasive displays [7]. Oat et al. [42] provide a solution that allows users to
interact with the pervasive screens using their mobile phones. The proposed solution
is a complete web-based solution that leverages latest HTML5 technologies. It also
provides a solution to establish a secure connection between pervasive displays and
users mobile device.
Sethi et al. [53] propose a technique for secure management of cloud connected
digital displays, by introducing a new user-assisted protocol for wireless displays to
establish a secure connection to both the cloud service and wireless access network.
The proposed architecture have separate content and management servers. Connec-
tion is initiated when the user’s mobile device scans the QR code that is displayed on
the screen, and then after the one-step configuration process, the content is showed
on the display.
Erbad et al. [16] proposed a messaging broker (i.e., a middleware) for interactive
large screen display applications which supports mobile device based interactions.
The proposed middleware solution uses abstractions such as channels (i.e., topic in
publish/subscribe pattern), events, state, services and content. However the solution
is built using either outdated or proprietary protocol.
Google [41] proposes an end-to-end framework that uses mobile phone camera to
project the content from the user’s mobile device to the target pervasive displays
or personal computer. The proposed solution uses QR (Quick Response) code to
identify the pervasive display. The content projection to the target display takes
place in three steps. The user first scans the QR code of the target display, then the
barcode turns to checkerboard marker and moves until the user identifies the target
position, and then the content will be projected to the target position. The solution
used web-based architecture for deployment and accessibility to the projector service.
2.4.2 Multi-content and Multi-application Support
Strohbach et al. [62] propose context management framework (CMF) that is able to
evolve with customer needs and new technologies. They developed this framework
to enable bidirectional communication between advertisers and consumers, which
helps the advertisers to increase their campaign efficiency and also add value to the
consumers. Their framework consists of context agents that provide information to
8the applications with the data received from sensor sources.
Linden et al. [33] propose a web based framework for dynamic partitioning of the
display screens into several virtual screens to accommodate multiple concurrent web
applications both in spatial and temporal dimensions. The proposed architecture is a
scalable and open architecture that allows integration of third party web applications
into UBI-hotspots. The solution used resource manager to control the allocation
of screen estate of the displays to the concurrent web applications and the layout
manager to control the actual layout of the screen that is partitioned into virtual
screens to accommodate different web applications.
Johanson et al. [28] propose a “multibrowsing” framework that allows free move-
ment of the web based content across ubiquitous displays. The proposed solution
leveraged web technologies to build the framework. The framework allows three
different types of roles that can be given to the displays. Based on display’s role they
may have to install or run custom plug-in or service.
2.4.3 Content Distribution and Scheduling
Clinch et al. [6] provide a solution to design application stores for ubiquitous displays,
to distribute third-party applications in open display networks [8]. The proposed
solution concentrated on scheduling and distributing the signage content to the
pervasive screens using an application store. The authors also reported the design
considerations and the limitations of using such an approach. The User Interface
(UI) design in the proposed solution claimed to meet the requirements of application
developers and display owners. The proposed solution solves the purposes such as, it
allows application developers or content providers to upload their content, it allows
display owners to view, purchase, and organise applications and it also allows the
display owners to manage their physical hardware.
There are software solutions such as Scalable Adaptive Graphics Environment
(SAGE) by Jeong et al. [27] middleware, developed to display relevant content on
multi-monitor displays. The SAGE middleware supports streaming real-time data,
High Definition (HD) videos, and high resolution graphics to the scalable display walls.
2.4.4 Human Computer Interaction
Kuikkaniemi et al. [31] employed large interactive public displays to explore the
presentation behaviour in walk-up-and-display scenarios. Specifically, a specialized
system was designed to provide presentation features in addition to the information
browsing feature. The work aims at providing a near real-time experience for content
management (i.e., publishing and subscribing the content), although the details are
not elaborated.
Heikkinen et al. [24] provided a description on the remote monitoring and
management tools developed for the maintenance of UBI-hotspots. The “Nagios”
remote monitoring tool they used is able to detect component and system level issues.
However it could not detect issues in the web-based user interface. To monitor the
9user interface issues, “Happy page” software is used to fetch the period screen capture
updates from the hotspots. Further Remote Desktop Connection (RDC) and Virtual
Network Computing (VNC) are used for diagnosing the faults.
2.4.5 Web-based or native software based solutions
Heikkinen et al. [25] proposed an event-based communication middleware for a net-
work of large multipurpose displays (i.e., UBI-hotspots). The proposed solution uses
RabbitMQ message broker, a messaging middleware that supports publish/subscribe
pattern and Remote Procedure Call (RPC) to support multiple messaging patterns.
However the message broker does not support transfer of raw streams of media
intensive data.
Olberding et al. [43] propose a solution to various challenges posed by Cloud-
Drops, a set of many tiny interactive stamp-sized displays and each display shows
a bit of digital information. The solution provides a way to map the content to
displays, manage the screen content, and handle user interactions. The proposed
solution supports users to view and interact with three classes of content, which are
document related content, people related content and content related to places. The
content is uploaded to the cloud drops in three different ways, one way is by placing
CloudDrops near to the devices (PC, Laptop, or MAC) and the changes in the user
selected web page snippets are reflected on the CloudDrops, the other way is by
attaching CloudDrops to locations such as walls, doors, and desks, and finally by
grouping the CloudDrops.
Despite all the various techniques mentioned in this chapter, there is no efficient
web based solution for remote management of ubiquitous displays. We aim to provide
a complete web based solution that is effective in terms of performance. Such a
solution is discussed in Chapter 5.
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3 Technologies
In this chapter, we introduce the technologies that are used in our proposed ar-
chitecture that is detailed in Chapter 4. Firstly we discuss about the evolution of
bi-directional communication techniques used in the web, followed by HTML5 tech-
nologies. We then discuss different types of solutions for desktop sharing. Specifically,
we introduce the concepts of Operational Transform (OT) and Network Time Proto-
col (NTP) to understand the functioning of the relevant libraries that we used. We
also discuss Publish/Subscribe systems. Finally, we detail state-of-the-art JavaScript
libraries that we researched on.
3.1 Legacy Bi-directional Communication Techniques for web
In the conventional client/server network architecture, the client is either a device or
an application and the server is a machine that runs software locally to share their
resources with the clients. Often clients start the communication with servers, how-
ever this approach is not suitable for modern real-time applications. Since the HTTP
protocol is a request/response protocol where the client sends a request to the server
and expects a response from the server, conventional web pages must be reloaded,
when there is an updated content and as a consequence this creates a large overhead.
Due to this limitation several techniques were developed to establish asynchronous
communication where the responses for corresponding requests are received without
reloading the page. These techniques open multiple HTTP connections to establish
bi-directional communication. There are techniques such as polling, long polling and
streaming over Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (Ajax), which are executed at
the client side for retrieving data asynchronously from the web server.
Among them Ajax is a technique used by the client to fetch data asynchronously
from the server by sending a HTTP request to the server.
With the polling technique, the client sends an AJAX script with the request and
expects to be served with the data from the server, asynchronously. However, when
the server could not serve the content due to unavailability, the client starts polling
the server repeatedly until the content is served.
With the long polling technique, the server maintains timeouts and during the
timeout period the server holds the client’s request in its message queue until the
content is available. On content availability the server sends a response to the client.
With the HTTP streaming technique, the server uses a persistent connection
with the client and pushes updates to the client when available. Due to the buffer
mechanism used for streaming, this approach increases the delay in delivering mes-
sages, thus it is not suitable for resource constrained devices. Also, in persistent
connections it is not efficient to allow the client and server to stay connected for a
long time due to various factors such as the time-outs values set by the servers, that
is used to kill the idle connections, limiting the number of simultaneous connections
initiated by the clients to the servers to a maximum of two.
The consequences of both polling techniques are [20]:
• They increase the workload of the server for keeping the requests open.
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• The HTTP header in each request leads to high overhead in the transport
protocols because of the number of requests made.
• It increases the frequency of polling the webserver.
• A mapping from the outgoing connections to the incoming connections has to
be maintained on the client side.
• The number of different underlying TCP connections increases on the server
side for upstream and downstream exchange of messages with the client.
3.2 BrowserChannel
BrowserChannel is a protocol developed by Google to provide bi-directional com-
munication [29]. It does long polling and does not support WebSockets and cross
domain requests. Also, it does not support Remote Procedure Call (RPC). The
following features are provided by BrowserChannel [29]:
• Messages arrive in order.
• Messages are never received by the server after the connection is closed.
• It works on all major browsers.
• It can send messages even before the connection to the client is established, as
opposed to WebSockets. This saves an extra round-trip if messages are sent
along with the connection request.
• Messages are automatically converted to JSON messages through Google’s
JSON encoder.
3.3 HTML5
HTML5 is the fifth revision of the HyperText Markup Language that is used to
create hypertext documents. HTML5 aims at defining a single markup language that
can be written in HTML or XHTML. HTML5 specification includes the HTML4,
XHTML1, and DOM2 HTML specifications [2]. HTML5 includes several technologies
that allows to create diverse and powerful web-based applications. The following are
some of the powerful HTML5 technologies:
• It provides improved semantics by adding more meaningful elements that can
be used based on the content. Specifically, it adds several new elements like
audio, video, mark, figure, figcaption, data, meter, time, output and so on. It
added improvements in HTML forms and iframe. It added MathML application
to embed mathematical formulas directly.
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• It adds new connectivity features. These include WebSockets that creates a
permanent connection between user agent and the server, Server-sent events
(for the server to send events to the client) and WebRTC (for real-time com-
munication such as video calling between peers over the web without the need
for external plugins).
• It allows webpages to store data locally on the client side. It also supports
online and oﬄine events.
• It allows to embed and modify multimedia elements such as audio and video. It
is also capable of using the camera Application Programming Interface (API).
• It added canvas element that allows to do 2D/3D graphics on the Web. WebGL
API allows to add 3D graphics to the web.
• It brings in major performance improvements and better integration by intro-
ducing Web Workers (allows scripts to run in background threads).
• It is capable of using various input and output devices in terms of touch events,
geolocation, device orientation detection, pointers and so on.
• It adds several new features for styling that allows to create complex styling
and the newest version of cascading style sheets is called CSS3.
3.4 WebSocket
WebSocket [20] is a new advanced and independent protocol used to establish a full
duplex, bidirectional communication over a single TCP connection. WebSocket runs
over HTTP ports 80, 443 and also support HTTP proxies. The WebSocket protocol
uses two new URI schemes ‘WS’ and ‘WSS’ for non-secure and secure connections
respectively [20]. In the handshake procedure, WebSocket connection is established
by sending an upgrade request using the upgrade request header supported in the
HTTP/1.1 version. During the connection establishment, if there is a proxy server that
is used by the client, then HTTP connect method is used to setup a persistent tunnel.
Also, client can request the server for using WebSocket subprotocols by including the
header field “sec-websocket-protocol”. After the connection is established, WebSocket
supports exchange of message-oriented text and binary data frames between client
and server as long as the connection is available [70]. The WebSocket connection
establishment is shown in Figure 3. To terminate the WebSocket connection, endpoint
must use a clean method to close the underlying TCP connection and TLS session.
To start the WebSocket closing handshake, the endpoint sends the status code, reason
to close and sends a close control frame. On sending and receiving the close control
frame, the endpoint closes the WebSocket connection [70].
WebSocket API is event-driven and greatly improves performance for real-time and
event-based communications. Moreover, WebSocket supports sub-protocols that is
useful to build modular and reusable components. The limitations in establishing
WebSocket connections directly as per the research done by the engine.io team [60]
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are WebSocket traffic is blocked by many of the corporate proxies, the antivirus and
firewall applications used for personal computers block the WebSocket traffic, and a










(channel closed by client)
Figure 3: Websocket Connection Establishment
3.5 WebRTC
WebRTC [1] is an API standard that provides plugin-free browser-to-browser, real-
time, audio, video, and data communication. The WebRTC stack provides three
APIs namely, Mediastream, RTCpeerconnection and RTCdatachannel. There is also
a proposed API [52, 71] to capture browser tab content as a mediastream that can
be sent over WebRTC.
3.6 Desktop Sharing Solutions
Desktop sharing solutions employ the common client/server model. In these cases
a thin client software (also called remote desktop software) is installed to access a
computer’s (server) desktop environment remotely from another computer (client)
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over a network. A client machine accessing the remote computer needs to authen-
ticate itself first, the entire screen content is then sent to the client machine. The
remote desktop software captures client computer’s mouse and keyboard inputs and
sends them to remote computer (server). The remote computer (server) calculates
the changed screen area for the corresponding inputs and then responds by sending
screen updates to the client machine. The operations involved in remote desktop
sharing are shown in Figure 4.
Remote Desktop Client Remote Desktop Server
Client
Connection request sent to server
Initial screen content sent to client
Input events sent to server
Server calculates














Figure 4: Remote Desktop Sharing Operations
3.6.1 Virtual Network Computing
Virtual Network Computing (VNC) is one of the remote desktop sharing solutions,
which uses Remote Frame Buffer (RFB) protocol for its operation. VNC is a platform
independent solution. Multiple VNC clients can connect simultaneously to the VNC
server.
The RFB protocol works at the frame buffer level and supports all windowing
systems and applications [61]. RFB opens a long-lived process on the server to
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maintain the state of the framebuffer and make client stateless. Typically, RFB
clients connect to the server on default TCP port 5900, manipulate the framebuffer
for a period of time and then disconnect [61].
In RFB, the display protocol takes care of drawing rectangles of pixel data
at particular coordinates and allows different encodings for the pixel data. These
sequence of rectangles together form a framebuffer update and is sent by server to
the client upon request. The input protocol takes care of capturing the input events
and sending them to the server. The pixel data is sent in a particular format (i.e.,
the representation of individual colours by pixel values) and encoding (i.e., the way
to send rectangle of pixel data) negotiated by both client and the server during the
initial handshake [61].
RFB operates on any reliable protocol such as TCP/IP. There are three phases
in RFB protocol to establish connection and exchange data between client and server
as shown in Figure 5. It starts with the handshake phase in which the server first
sends a ProtocolVersion message consisting of 12 bytes to the client. The client then
responds to the server, with a message specifying the ProtocolVersion to be used.
These steps complete the ProtocolVersion negotiation phase. The client and server
then negotiate on security to be used, by exchanging security type (no authentication
or VNC authentication) messages. In VNC authentication server first sends a random
16-byte challenge to the client and client responds to it by sending a 16 byte encrypted
message [61]. The second phase is the initialisation phase during which the client
first sends ClientInit message, specifying if the server should share the screen, by
leaving all the clients connected or by disconnecting all clients. The server responds
by sending ServerInit message specifying dimensions of the server’s frame buffer,
pixel format and the device name. In the final phase normal protocol interaction
takes place between the client and the server [61].
RFB supports multiple encoding types, any input device that can be mapped to
keyboard and a pointing device, and various extensions for better integration with
the remote server [61].
3.6.2 x11vnc server
x11vnc server is an implementation of VNC servers and allows a computer to be
viewed and controlled remotely and works with any VNC client viewer. This software
polls the server’s (i.e., machine on which x11vnc is installed) frame buffer for changes.
The remote computer (client) can access the desktop environment of the server over
the local network or Internet. This software also supports polling non-x11 frame
buffer devices such as Linux terminal, webcam etc. It contains built-in SSL/TLS
encryption. It also supports VeNCrypt security type. Also x11vnc has client-side
caching that is implemented using brute force.
In this solution the polling algorithm reads data of 32 pixels at a time vertically
and when it reaches the bottom it starts again from top using a different offset.
With this approach it reads data 32 times faster compared to sequential approach
of reading pixel by pixel. The process of reading is made much faster by using x11
DAMAGE extension, which gives the position to focus polling.
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Figure 5: RFB protocol stages
3.6.3 Browser based VNC client solution
noVNC is a cross-browser platform, HTML5 based desktop sharing solution. It uses
HTML5 canvas, WebSocket and typed arrays. This solution provides a python script
(websockify) that is used as proxy and allows the actual HTML5 page to connect
to the TCP socket proxy using WebSocket, and the proxy communicates with the
VNC server over VNC protocol. The proxy is used if the vncserver variant does not
support WebSocket connections. The following features are supported [37]:
• Raw, copyrect, rre, hextile, tight, and tightPNG VNC encodings.
• WebSocket TLS/SSL encryption.
• 24 bit true color and 8 bit color depths.
• Desktop re-size notification and pseudo-encoding.
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• Local and remote cursor.
• Clipboard copy and paste features.
• Clipping or scrolling modes for large remote screens.
3.7 Network Time Protocol
Network Time Protocol (NTP) is used to synchronize the time of the computer
systems connected to the Internet [38]. NTP maintains the time with an accuracy of
tens of milliseconds over the public Internet, and achieves an accuracy within one
millisecond in local area networks. There can be errors of 100ms or more during
asymmetric routes and network congestion [38]. In NTP implementations timestamp
messages are exchanged over User Datagram Protocol (UDP) port 123. NTP does
not provide information on daylight savings.
NTP client synchronizes its clock with that of the server by polling three or more
servers on diverse networks and computes round-trip delay and offset times.
• The round-trip delay is calculated by taking the difference between the elapsed
time on the client side for sending a request and receiving response, and the
waiting time of the server before sending response [38].
• The offset is calculated by taking the average of the time difference between
the time the client sent the request and the time when the server received the
client’s request, as well as the time difference between the time the server sent
the response and the time when the client received the server’s response [38].
The Simple Network Time Protocol (SNTP) is a simpler version of NTP with less
complexity. It does not store the state for a long period of time and is used in
applications where the accuracy in timing is not critical.
3.8 Publish/Subscribe systems
The publish/subscribe messaging pattern is an approach to deliver information
from publishers (i.e., devices/applications sending updates) to subscribers (i.e., de-
vices/applications receiving updates) in an efficient and timely manner. This is
achieved by first detecting the events (i.e., discrete state transitions) by the publisher
and then delivering them to active subscribers in an asynchronous fashion [63].
Real-time communication systems need an event-driven notification system such
as publish/subscribe, a service that enables to get real-time notifications for only
particular events [63]. There are different types of publish/subscribe solutions used
for internet applications such as, messages can be sent directly from publisher to
subscribers through channels as shown in the Figure 6, through message brokers
in which messages are first sent to the message broker which then takes care of
delivering those messages to subscribers as shown in Figure 7. It is also possible to
increase the scalability of the publish/subscribe network architecture by adding more
message brokers in the network [63] to deliver messages as shown in Figure 8, which
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is the most common publish/subscribe solution provided in distributed environment.
The latest technologies that support Publish/Subscribe pattern are WebSocket
Application Messaging Protocol (WAMP), MQ Telemetry Transport (MQTT), Pub-
subhubhub protocol. It uses JSON as its message serialization format.
• WAMP [68] is an open standard WebSocket sub protocol that provides struc-
tured messaging by implementing application level messaging patterns: Pub-
lish/Subscribe and Remote Procedure Calls (RPC).
• MQTT [17] is a lightweight publish/subscribe messaging pattern based protocol
designed specifically for resource constrained devices. It is designed to minimise
network bandwidth and to guarentee reliable delivery of messages. It is widely
used in “Internet-of-Things” and “Machine-to-Machine” applications.
• Pubsubhubhub [22] is an open protocol that provides publish/subscribe based
communication. It provides a solution to subscribe, unsubscribe and receive
updates from a web resource. Publishers include references for hub in their
content. Subscribers then access the URL and checks for the hub references
in the received response. If the references are found they subscribe to that




























































Figure 8: Publish/Subscribe pattern with a network of message brokers
3.9 JavaScript Libraries
To share and control the content on remote displays we have VNC solution. Even
though we have a browser based VNC client solution, we need additional software
and intermediaries to setup the VNC server. We aim to provide a complete web
based solution to remotely control the content on digital displays. Also, we aim to
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provide a solution with better performance. Therefore, we did an extensive literature
survey to find the suitable libraries to implement our solution. The features provided
by these JavaScript libraries are detailed next.
3.10 Faye
Faye [18] is a publish/subscribe messaging system that uses Bayeux protocol [51] (i.e.,
a protocol used to transport asynchronous messages over HTTP with low latency)
to exchange messages asynchronously. It supports messaging server for both Node.js
and Ruby. Faye-websocket [19] is a WebSocket client/server implementation for
Node.js built on top of Faye project. It also support event-source connections (one
way connections and allows server to push the data to the client). It is compliant
with the existing WebSocket standards.
3.11 Mutation Summary
In the old standard [73] (i.e., DOM level 3 Events specification) mutation events were
used to notify any changes made to the structure of a document including attributes,
name and text modifications. Mutation events is a synchronous operation and its
design has significant performance issues such as, they fire for every single change,
they are slow due to event propagation, they are the source of crashes on many user
agents. Also they have improper cross browser support and due to these reasons
mutation events are replaced by mutation observers in DOM Level 4 standards.
Mutation Observers use callback functions, which are used to notify multiple
changes in the DOM at once. Mutation observers is an asynchronous operation and
in this approach, nodes in a document are observed for changes and the corresponding
callback functions are triggered only after all the changes are applied to the DOM [12].
After this, the triggered callback function will have all the DOM changes. Mutation
observers are supported by all modern browsers [12].
Mutation observers have the limitations [45, 12] that is they do not support detecting
CSS style changes such as hover state, they do not support logging timestamp details
of mutations in change records, and the active internal state of the form elements
such as the value of textarea element is not identified accurately.
The Mutation summary library [48] is built on top of the latest DOM mutation
observers API and is an efficient and reliable library. Mutation summary takes all
the changes notified by the mutation observers, computes the net changes that took
place and then delivers those changes to the callbacks. This library provides the
following features [48]:
• It supports four different types of DOM changes that can be observed throughout
the sub-tree, and the changes are attribute changes, element changes includes
only a simple subset of CSS, character data changes, and all changes.
• The time and memory it takes is proportional to the number of changes that
took place; as these changes typically involve a few nodes. It performs faster
in detecting changes.
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• It ignores changes made during the callback.
• It can handle complex operations.
• It is supported by all modern web browsers.
The limitations of this library are, it does not support pseudo-element matching, it
does not notify the switching of DOM transient states, it does not notify accurately
the internal state changes of the embedded iframe players.
3.12 Redis
Redis [50] is an in-memory data structure store which can be used as a database,
cache and message broker. The Redis Publish/Subscribe messaging system consists of
PUBLISH, SUBSCRIBE and UNSUBSCRIBE mechanisms. The transfer of messages
from publisher to subscribers takes place through channels. The Redis client-server
communication takes place over a specially designed Redis Serialization Protocol
(RESP). Redis supports pipelining and the client can send multiple commands to
the server without waiting for response [50]. The RESP protocol is used only with
stream oriented connections, such as TCP connections, and is capable of serializing
data types such as integers, strings, bulk strings, errors and arrays. Redis client sends
requests to the Redis server as an array of bulk strings representing the arguments
of the command and server replies with one of the RESP data type, specific to the
command [50].
3.13 livedb
Livedb [54] is a wrapper for real-time databases and the current API version has
binding for mongodb database only. Livedb also has in-memory database backend to
store all the documents and operations in memory forever. The data model of livedb
has three properties, namely version, type (OT type) and data (i.e., document data).
Livedb requires three important inputs to operate appropriately. A database
to store actual documents (snapshots), an operations log to store operations and a
livedb driver (in-process or Redis) for managing communication in a multi-server
architecture. Livedb client can be created using either an options object or a database
backend and if database backend is chosen both operations log and snapshots can be
stored in the database. The Redis server has to be used for multi-server architecture
and two redis clients are to be created to handle commands and pubsub respectively.
Livedb supports live queries against the database, projects the real collection of data
with only a limited fields for only JSON documents.
3.14 Operational Transformation
Operational Transformation (OT) [14] is a technique used to maintain consistency
and concurrency control in collaborative software systems. The main idea of the OT
technique is to execute transformation of parameters of an editing operation based
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on the previously executed concurrent operations. This logic ensures accurate results
and maintains document consistency across all sites [44]. Also, the local response
time is insensitive to network latencies in OT systems [44]. It provides a range of
collaborative functionalities such as group undo, conflict resolution, locking, operation
notification and compression, HTML/XML and tree-structured document editing
etc [44]. Google Docs [44] and Apache Wave [69] use OT as their core technique.
The OT system structure comprises different components. The most common
OT system design separates the high-level transformation control algorithms and
low-level transformation functions [44]. The transformation control algorithm layer
takes care of identifying the operation to be transformed against the new operation
and also the order of transformations. The transformation functions layer determine
transformation of operations based on the operation types, positions and other
parameters. These transformation functions are invoked by the control algorithms.
The responsibilities of the above mentioned layers is determined accurately based on
the transformation properties and conditions [44].
3.15 ShareJS
ShareJS [23] is a client and server library that can be used to implement real-
time concurrent editing web applications. This library is built using operational
transformation (OT) algorithm on text and JSON content. The multi-site real-time
concurrency is achieved using this OT algorithm. This library works on all major
browsers.
ShareJS creates a document object at the server and also maintains the document
version. ShareJS generates operations (i.e., mini commits) as and when the user gives
the input data to the web application. These operations are applied to the document
version. When multiple users are editing the same version of the document, server
handles the operations by taking one of the user’s operations directly and the rest of
them are automatically transformed by the server [23].
The server API exposes three methods namely share.listen(stream) to hand over
control of the stream to sharejs, share.rest() returns a connect or express router to
expose sharejs REST API, and share.use(method, function(action, callback)...) to
intercept requests to the livedb (i.e., a wrapper for real-time databases) backend for
access control using sharejs middleware [23]. ShareJS access the database through a
livedb client.
The client API exposes two classes, Connection and Doc to handle communication
to the sharejs server and store an in-memory copy of the document data including
local edits. The Connection class instance is used to create document references in
the client [23].
ShareJS allows client server communication over browserchannel, WebSocket or
any other transport protocol that guarantees in-order message delivery. This library
is able to provide a node object stream to the server to communicate with the client.
It also provides a WebSocket like api on the client. The transport used must handle
client re-connections. The browserchannel transport takes care of stringifying JSON
messages and also supports sending messages while the connection is in progress, but
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for other transport mechanisms separate flags have to be enabled to achieve those
functionalities.
Document objects in ShareJS follow the Livedb object model, which is a database
front-end for concurrent editing systems and has the following features [23]:
• They store data on the client side.
• Client can edit data synchronously and sync it with the server automatically.
• Client can also edit data oﬄine and on reconnect data is sent to the server.
The current version of ShareJS supports Plaintext type OT and JSON type OT.
The plaintext OT [64] specification considers document as a large string and edits
the string index directly. Operations are list of components, that traverse along the
document. Each component could represent one of the following actions, a number
N that represents to skip N characters forward, str that represents to insert string
at the current position, d:N that represents to delete N characters at the current
position in the document. This OT type also supports manipulation of selections.
The time complexity of this JSON OT type algorithm is O(N +M).
The JSON OT type can be used to edit arbitrary JSON documents and supports
the operations [30] such as insert, delete, move or replace items in a list and objects,
numerical addition, string editing, arbitrary subtypes such as text, rich-text and to
register them “json0.registerSubtype” is to be called.
3.16 Socket.io
Socket.io [56] is a library used for building real-time web applications and is written
in JavaScript. It has both client side and server side libraries and enables real-time
bidirectional event based communication. It relies on the WebSocket protocol to
provide bi-directional communication and polling is used as a fallback option.
Socket.io enables the client to connect to the server over WebSocket at start and
if the connection fails it downgrades the connection to XMLHttpRequest (XHR)
polling, and again if the connection fails, it is downgraded to flash sockets (used to
establish connection from client side flash applications to the server). It also supports
socket re-connections [56] and rooms (for example chat rooms) to cluster connections.
Socket.io uses engine.io library for lower level abstraction [39]. The connection
procedure in engine.io starts with long polling connection and if the connection fails
upgrades it to better transports, which is opposite to the logic that socket.io operates
on. Therefore, engine.io provides more predictable results and is more reliable [60].
To minimize the number of TCP connections, socket.io supports assigning different
endpoints or paths to the sockets, with the ‘namespace’ feature and the default
namespace being ‘/’ [58]. For each namespace it allows creating multiple arbitrary
channels called rooms to which the sockets can join and leave. By default each socket
joins the room identified by socket’s unique id [58].
In multi-server architecture there is a need to maintain connection between the
requests in a session, and the process that originated them, because of the reason that
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certain transports such as XHR polling and JSONP polling send multiple requests
during the lifetime of the socket connection [56]. To maintain those connections
socket.io recommends usage of Nginx server or Node.js cluster (a cluster of Node.js
processes). After cluster configuration, for routing messages between multiple nodes
socket.io recommends usage of socket.io-redis adapter library that is built on top of
redis [59]. For passing messages from non-socket.io processes socket.io recommends
usage of socket.io-emitter library in addition to the socket.io-redis library [58].
3.17 Derby.js
Derby.js is an Model-View-Controller (MVC) framework designed to implement
modern realtime, collaborative web applications. Derby.js uses Racer [10], which is a
real-time model synchronization engine for node.js. Racer back-end is built on top
of ShareJS and provides a simple model and event interface. Mappings are used to
translate racer paths (i.e., unique nested JSON objects) to database collections and
documents [10].
Derby.js enable rendering both on server side and client side without dupli-
cating the page rendering code. The technologies used by Derby.js are reactive
programming, operational transforms, browserify and mongodb [9]. It also uses
isomorphic JavaScript that can execute JavaScript applications both on client and
server side. The advantages of this approach are performance optimizations, better
maintainability, and more stateful web applications [65].
3.18 React.js
React.js [49] is a JavaScript library used to create user interfaces solving the challenges
encountered in single page web applications. It handles only the view part in the
Model-View-Controller (MVC) framework. It implements one-way reactive data flow.
This library can be used alongside AngularJS or any other JavaScript libraries to
build real-time interactive applications.
This library uses a technique called virtual DOM (Document Object Model)
that abstracts the actual DOM to perform rendering of subtrees based on the state
changes. It can do rendering on both client and server side. It achieves better
performance by minimising the actual DOM manipulations.
React uses ‘diff’ algorithm to detect state changes in a tree. The state of the art
algorithms, designed to transform the tree structure from one form to another, by
generating minimum number of operations have a complexity of O(n3), where ‘n’ is
the number of nodes. React.js claims that its algorithm has managed to reduce the
complexity to O(n) with powerful custom heuristics based on the assumptions that
the components generate similar or different trees based on the classes. It is also
possible to provide a unique key for elements that is consistent across various renders.
React always reconciles trees level-by-level. It takes two diffs into consideration,
which are Pair-wise diff and List-wise diff.
In pair-wise diff, the tree diff is calculated based on the diff of two nodes. It
identified three different types of node diff such as comparing different node types,
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comparing different DOM nodes and custom components diff. In different node
types diff both the node types are treated as different sub trees and replaces the
first node type (old state) with the second node type (new state changes). In DOM
nodes diff, the attributes of both the nodes are compared using key-value object and
are updated with the new state changes that took place in linear time. In custom
components the logic used is similar to the one used in calculating different node
type diff and is required to ensure that both the components are of the same type.
In list-wise diff the reconciliation for child nodes is done by assigning an optional
attribute ‘key’ to the every child node. With this key it identifies state changes such
as insertion, deletion, substitution and the complexity for this approach is O(n).
3.19 timesync.js
This library [15] is aimed to provide time synchronization in the client/server and
peer-to-peer (P2P) networks, as the client’s timestamps might not be accurate
compared to the server timestamps. In client/server networks the library calculates
the offset with the client and server timestamps and in (P2P) networks it calculates
the offset by averaging the offset of all peers in the network.
This library uses a simple algorithm in which the client sends the current local
timestamp to the server and on receiving the request the server sends the server-time
along with the request. The client on receiving response from the server takes the
difference of the current time and the sent time and divides the result by two to get
the latency. Then time difference between the current time and the server time is
added to the latency to calculate the clock time difference.
3.20 PhantomJS
PhantomJS [66] is a scriptable, headless browser (i.e., a browser accessed programat-
ically) with a JavaScript API to automate web page interaction. The API enables
automated navigation, screen capture, user behaviour and assertions. It is commonly
used to continuously run browser-based unit tests in a headless environment. It is
based on webkit [47]. PhantomJS does not support CSS 3D transformations, local
storage and WebGL. Libraries that use PhantomJS include:
• Pageloadtime [34] which uses PhantomJS and Googlecharts to do performance
testing and measuring the page load time of web applications. The output is
visually represented using google charts.
• Loadreport [72] which gives a report of the load and speed metrics.
• Phantomas [36], a web based performance metrics collector and monitoring
tool.
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4 Architecture and Evaluation
In this chapter we introduce the system architecture that we used, followed by the
details on different types of HTML5-based implementations developed with different
JavaScript libraries. We then discuss the experiments conducted to evaluate the
performance of the application. Finally, we will provide the metrics used and the
results obtained from the experiments.
4.1 System Architecture
Our proposed solution is completely web based and leverages HTML5 technologies.
There are three components in our architecture, namely the cloud service where the
application server is hosted, a mobile phone and a ubiquitous display. The roles of
each of the components is as follows:
• The cloud server hosts the application, handles the message exchange between
the client (mobile phone) and the pervasive display.
• The mobile phone acts as the controller, meaning that the display content is
affected by the input at the device.
• The ubiquitous display takes care of rendering the content on its screen, based
on the input messages received from the mobile device.
We deployed our application in the cloud, so that it can be accessed from any network
and is more suitable for Network Address Translator (NAT) environments, where
the client is behind the private network and can be reached from the public Internet
through NAT. The cloud server has two roles: it provides content to both mobile
phone and ubiquitous display; it enables bi-directional communication between these
devices. The requirements of our proposed architecture is that both the mobile phone
and the ubiquitous display must be connected to the Internet and must run a modern
web browser that support WebSocket such as Firefox, Chrome, Opera. The system
architecture with its different components is shown in Figure 9.
4.2 Implementation by scenario
We considered web technologies, specifically HTML5 WebSocket and WebSocket
Application Messaging Protocol (WAMP) to provide simple and elegant solution for
the digital signage scenarios. We created a basic HTML5 presentation application
that contains text and media (i.e., audio, video, images). It supports user interactions
such as swipe control to change the slides, HTML5 player controls to control the
media. This web application is implemented using three popular state-of-the-art
JavaScript libraries mutation-summary, ShareJS, and Socket.io that provide real-time
communication. The web application is designed to automate slide changes for a
given time interval. All these libraries use WebSocket protocol for the data transfer.
In the solution based on mutation-summary [48] JavaScript library, faye-websocket
library is used as the message broker. We created two web applications out of which
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Figure 9: System Architecture
one application contains the actual content and the other application is just a mirror
page that shows the cloned content. Both these applications are deployed to the
cloud infrastructure. The mobile client accesses the application with the actual
content. The other client laptop accesses the cloned content. Messages are exchanged
in publish/subscribe topic based pattern over Faye’s WebSocket implementation.
In the solution based on ShareJS [23] JavaScript library, livedb is used as the
message broker that provides publish/subscribe mechanism. We used ‘ws’ a Web-
Socket implementation library to use the WebSocket functionality.
In the solution based on Socket.io [56], engine.io is used for the WebSocket
functionality for the transport.
For all the implementations mobile device is the publisher (i.e., client that publishes
messages to the channel) and ubiquitous display is the subscriber (i.e., client that







Figure 10: Publish/Subscribe Architecture common to all the implementations
The performance of the application for each of these libraries is evaluated to find
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the best suitable library for the ubiquitous display networks in terms of overhead,
latency and page load time.
Further we used VNC with WebSocket to study and compare the performance of
the application and the plot obtained is common to all the implementations.
4.2.1 VNC with WebSocket
In this experiment the payload is measured when the data is sent from publisher
to subscriber using VNC with WebSocket. In this experiment VNC server is run
on client 2 (Laptop). The VNC server used is ‘X11VNC’ and the version is 0.9.13.
A proxy server is installed on Laptop that accepts websocket connections. Also, a
HTML5-based VNC client application called ‘noVNC’ is installed on the Laptop.
Mobile client uses the VNC client application from a web browser and after successful
authentication accesses the content of the Laptop. Password based authentication is





















Data transfer over WebSockets
Figure 11: VNC with WebSocket
4.3 Experimental Setup
The application and other equipment used for the experiment is as follows:
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• The HTML5 presentation application implemented using three libraries mutation-
summary, ShareJS and Socket.io as mentioned earlier in this section. The time
intervals chosen for the automatic state change logic for the web application
are 1s, 5s, 10s, 20s, 30s, 40s, 50s, 60s. For each of these intervals, slide changes
in the web application. The web application is accessed by both the laptop
and the mobile device. For a particular interval set in the web application, the
state change event is triggered from the mobile. This setup is kept for 1 hour
for each interval to capture the packets.
• Cloud Infrastructure (VirtualMachine) is used to deploy the web application.
The VM instance is created in CSC cPouta service. The OS running on
the server is Ubuntu and the version is 14.04.2 LTS. For the application
implemented using the mutation-summary library, two ports are reserved: port
8081 is used by the application that displays the cloned content, and port
8082 is used by the application that mirrors the content. We used two ports
for the mutation summary implementation just to give an example on how
the content cloning works. The actual content contains HTML5 presentation
application and this content is cloned to the mirrored page. The mirrored
page also contains the cloned slide changes. The application implemented
using ShareJS library is run on port 8083. The application implemented using
Socket.io is run on port 8084.
• The browser used for the experiment is Chrome and Version 44.0.2403.155
(64-bit).
• The mobile used for the experiment is Nexus 5 and the OS installed on it is
Android 5.1.1. This device is called Client 1 in the rest of the thesis.
• The laptop used is Dell Inspiron series and model number is N5010. The OS
installed on it is Ubuntu 14.04 LTS. This device is called Client 2 in the rest
of the thesis.
We considered Wi-Fi interface for our experiment and the specifications of the
interface are mentioned in the below table:
Interface Wi-Fi
Download speed 30.29 Megabits per second




Table 1: Wi-Fi Interface Specifications
The packets are captured at the cloud server when Wi-Fi interface is used.
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4.3.1 Metrics
To analyze the performance of the application in pervasive display networks and also
to benchmark the JavaScript libraries used in the implementations, we focused on
evaluating the following metrics:
• Page load time of the web application. We used a library called phatomas [35]
to get a report on the page loading time statistics. The experiment is done by
initiating 10 requests for the three versions of the solution. The generation of
multiple requests is automated using the script provided in the open source
implementation. The final plot gives visual representation of various metrics
related to web application performance.
• WebSocket frames payload is analyzed to get an idea on the actual WebSocket
payload data that is being carried over the wire. WebSocket Frames payload
is plotted by extracting the WebSocket protocol related information from the
captured pcap file using tshark. The resulting csv file is filtered per hostname
(fss.cs.hut.fi) and port (8081/8082/8083/8084). The filtered data is then plotted.
• Application response time is the time taken by an event triggered by client ‘a’
to reflect on the client ‘b’. This metric is studied to understand how fast a
user can see the application state changes that are sent by another user, when
both of them are connected using WebSocket for real-time communication.
To measure this metric an npm library, timesync is used. A timesync client
connects to the server and will synchronize its time. When a publisher (mobile)
sends events, the timestamp of the timesync server at that particular moment
is taken, and sent to the subscribers along with the message. On receiving
the message from the publisher, the subscriber (Laptop) then calculates the
application response time by taking the difference between the timestamp of
the timesync server, at that moment when it received the message and the
timestamp that it received in the message sent by the other client. This delay
is represented as the application response time in applying the changes to the
pervasive displays.
• Maximum, minimum, and average values of round trip times (RTT) per con-
nection. These round-trip-time (RTT) measurements are useful to study the
delay between the client and server communication.
• The average throughput is calculated as the unique bytes sent divided by the
elapsed time i.e., the value reported in the unique bytes sent field divided by
the elapsed time (the time difference between the capture of the first and last
packets in the direction) is used for this measurement.
• TCP payload data, which are unique bytes sent (i.e., total bytes sent excluding
retransmitted bytes and bytes due to window probing). TCP data payload
metric gives the actual data being transmitted without the overhead and can
be used to analyze the bandwidth requirements in display networks.
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• Actual data packets (i.e., packets with atleast a byte of TCP data payload are
considered).
Tcptrace [46] utility is used to generate csv files from the captured pcap files. These
csv files are then filtered per hostname (fss.cs.hut.fi) and port (8081, 8082/8083/8084).
After pre-processing the data, the resulting TCP metrics are plotted for further
analysis.
4.4 Results
All the following plots are plotted with the data captured over the Wi-Fi interface.
4.4.1 Page Loading Time
The plot in Figure 12 shows the distribution of page loading time. We measured
“DOM complete” metric that gives the time taken by the entire HTML document
and all sub-resources to finish loading.
From Figure 12 we infer that the maximum, minimum, average and median
values of DOM complete loading time are high in the mutation-summary based
implementation. The reason is that in the mutation-summary based solution entire
DOM content is cloned including the CSS styling and takes more time to load
the page. The Socketio based solution has the least maximum loading time value
compared to the other solutions. However, shareJS has least average, minimum and
median loading times. Hence from the above comparisons ShareJS has the least page
loading time because of the reason that sharejs uses Operational Transformation






























Figure 12: DOM complete load time for all the implementations
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4.4.2 WebSocket Frames Payload
We considered WebSocket frames payload for the analysis. We analyze five parameters
also called five point summary, which are smallest value, largest value, first quartile
(i.e., value of 25 percentage of the observations), median (i.e., value of 50 percentage
of the observations), third quartile (i.e., value of 75 percentage of the observations),
inter-quartile (i.e., difference between third and first quartile values), and skewness
of the distributed data i.e., skewed right (observations concentrated on lower end of
the scale) or skewed left (observations concentrated on higher end of the scale) or
symmetric (observations spread equally at the median).
The plot of WebSocket Frames payload metric for the mutation-summary based
solution is shown in Figure 13. The distribution of data is skewed left except at 60s
interval that has symmetric distribution. The maximum value of the data is almost
same at all the event intervals which is about 125 bytes.
Figure 13: WebSocket Frames Payload for the solution based on mutation-summary
library
Following are the conclusions made from the plot for the mutation-summary
based solution:
• The maximum, minimum and inter quartile values are almost same at all
the intervals considering the outliers. From this we can say that the number
of bytes transferred is almost consistent at all the intervals. This is mainly
because when there is a slide change, the corresponding HTML DOM element
properties change and this is sent as a message over WebSocket connection.
• The maximum payload transfer is about 130 bytes in this solution.
• The median value has fluctuated until 30s event interval, then it has a downward
trend till 50s and at 60s interval the value has increased. From these observations
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we conclude that there is not much variation in the median value for most of
the intervals.
The plot of WebSocket Frames payload metric for the ShareJS based solution is
shown in Figure 14. From the box-plot we observe that the payload median value
is about same i.e., 20 bytes at all the intervals except at 5s that has a value of 120
bytes. The distribution of data is skewed right at all the intervals except at 5s that
has skewed left distribution. The inter-quartile range value is approximately 105
bytes at all the intervals. Also, there are no outliers in this plot.
Event Intervals
Figure 14: WebSocket Frames Payload for the solution based on ShareJS library
Following are the conclusions for the ShareJS based solution from the plots:
• The maximum, minimum and inter quartile values are almost same at all the
intervals. This indicates that the distribution of data is consistent at all the
event intervals except at 5s interval. At 5s interval, the distribution is skewed
left because a particular slide change that contains largest resource has occurred
more frequently.
• The maximum payload transfer is about 130 bytes in this solution. There is not
much variation in the five point summary characteristics except at 5s interval.
The plot of WebSocket Frames payload metric for the Socketio based solution
is shown in Figures 15a and 15b. Figure 15a shows the box-plot data at 1s and 5s
intervals. Figure 15b shows the box-plot data for rest of the intervals. From the
box-plot we observe that the payload median value has a large variation across all
the event intervals and its value coincided with either maximum or minimum value
of the distributed data. The payload median value at 5s, 10s and 20s intervals is
about 57 bytes and at 1s interval it is about 56 bytes. The data is skewed left at 5s,
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10s, and 20s intervals and skewed right for rest of the intervals. The inter-quartile
range value is approximately between 1 byte for 1s and 5s intervals and has a value
of 57 bytes approximately for the other intervals.
Event Intervals
(a) For the intervals 1s and 5s
Event Intervals
(b) For the intervals 10s, 20s, 30, 40s, 50s,
60s
Figure 15: WebSocket Frames Payload for the solution based on Socketio library
From the plot we infer that for the Socket.io based solution the maximum payload
transfer is about 60 bytes.
The plot of WebSocket Frames payload metric for the VNC with WebSocket
based solution is shown in Figure 16. From the box-plot we observe that the payload
median value is almost same i.e., about 55 bytes at all the event intervals. The
distribution of data is slightly skewed right at all the intervals. The inter-quartile
range value is between 60-70 bytes approximately at all the intervals.
Figure 16: WebSocket Frames Payload for the VNC solution
There is not much variation in VNC with WebSocket based solution as the five
point summary values of this metric is almost same at all the event intervals.
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On the whole, our inference from the WebSockets frames payload metric related
plots is as follow:
• VNC based solution has maximum payload transfer when compared to other
solutions.
• Mutation-summary based solution has higher values when compared to ShareJS
and Socket.io based solutions. This can potentially be explained since the
mutation-summary library changes the DOM sub-tree for a state change. This
leads to a large payload transfer over the wire. However in ShareJS and Socketio
only the state change message is sent over the wire and the receiving client
renders the DOM based on the received message.
• Socketio based solution has the least payload transfer value compared to other
solutions.
4.4.3 Application Response Time
The plot of application response time metric for the mutation-summary based solution
is shown in Figure 17. From the box-plot median value of the metric is between 10-38
ms approximately at all the event intervals. The distribution of data is skewed right
at all the intervals except at 40s and 50s that has symmetric distribution of data.
The inter-quartile range value is between 9-20 ms approximately at all the intervals.
Event Intervals
Figure 17: Application response time for the solution based on mutation-summary
library
The plot of application response time metric for the ShareJS based solution,
is shown in Figure 18. From the box-plot median value of the metric is between
200-1100ms at all the event intervals. The distribution of data is skewed right at all
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the intervals. The inter-quartile range value is between 150-1700 ms approximately
at all the intervals.
Event Intervals
Figure 18: Application response time for the solution based on ShareJS library
The plot of application response time metric for the Socket.io based solution,
is shown in Figures 19a and 19b. From the box-plot median value of the metric
is between 100-300 ms at 1s, 5s, and 50s event intervals and at 10s, 20s, 30s, 40s,
and 60s intervals the value is between 30-130 ms approximately. The distribution
of data is skewed right at all the intervals except for the 30s that have symmetric
distribution. The inter-quartile range value is 330-1100ms at 1s, 5s, and 50s event
intervals and at 10s, 20s, 30s, 40s, and 60s intervals the value is between 50-120 ms
approximately.
Event Intervals
(a) For all the intervals respectively
Event Intervals
(b) For intervals 10s, 20s, 30s, 40s, 60s
respectively
Figure 19: Application response time for the solution based on Socketio library
On the whole, our inference from the application response time metric related
plots is as follows:
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• There is a fluctuation in the median value at all event intervals, in all the three
versions of the solution.
• Both the ShareJS and Socket.io based solutions have large application response
times that can reach upto 3000ms in worst case scenario.
• Mutation-summary based solution has less delay compared to the other two
solutions. This is because of the reason that in this solution only the net
changes are sent over the wire. This algorithm is faster in synchronizing
changes compared to the other solutions.
• The delay value is large in ShareJS and Socketio based solutions because of
the reason that the message brokers are different in these solutions.
• Outliers observed in ShareJS and Socketio based solutions are more in number
at 1s event intervals. In both the solutions these outliers fluctuate over the
event intervals. The reason for more number of outliers is that at 1s event
interval the state changes happen quickly and if there is network delay then the
message transfer delay increases as the messages are queued. This is applicable
to highly interactive applications and the response will be slower in those
applications.
4.4.4 Round Trip Time (RTT)
The plot of Round-Trip Time (RTT) average value for client 1 and for all the solu-
tions, is shown in Figure 20. From the box-plot the approximate median values of
the metric data for the mutation-summary, ShareJS and Socket.io based solutions
over the intervals are in the range 0.5-1.9 ms, 0-0.8 ms, and 0-0.5 ms respectively.
The approximate inter-quartile values in mutation-summary, ShareJS and Socket.io
based solutions over the intervals are in the range 1.6-3.2 ms, 0.2-2.6 ms, 0.2-0.8 ms
respectively. The distribution of data for the solutions is skewed right at all the inter-
vals except at 5s and 10s that has a skewed left distribution for ShareJS based solution.
The plot of Round-Trip Time (RTT) average value for client 2 and for all the
solutions, is shown in Figure 21. From the box-plot the approximate median values
of the metric data for the mutation-summary, ShareJS and Socket.io based solutions
over the intervals are in the range 0.8-1.8 ms, 0-1.8 ms, and 0-1.3 ms respectively. The
approximate inter-quartile values in mutation-summary, ShareJS and Socket.io based
solutions over the intervals are in the range 1-2 ms, 1-2.8 ms, 1-3 ms respectively.
The distribution of data for the solutions is skewed right at all the intervals except
at 1s and 20s. At the 1s interval mutation summary based solution has a skewed
right distribution and in the 20s interval ShareJS had symmetric distribution.
Inference from the RTT average metric related plot is as follows:
• Mutation-summary based solution has slightly higher RTT average value at
all the event intervals compared to other solutions. This could be because of
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Figure 20: RTT average for client 1
Event Intervals
Figure 21: RTT average for client 2
the reason that the data transfer is high in this version of the solution and is
inferred from data related to WebSocket frames payload metric. Also, the RTT
average value is less than 6 milliseconds in all versions of the solution.
• Fluctuations are observed in the median values for the mutation-summary
based solution. For the other solutions the value is almost skewed to the lower
value which is approximately 1 milliseconds for both the clients.
• For client 2 the maximum value of RTT average is observed at 40s event interval
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for the Socketio based solution. This spike in the maximum value could be due
to network disruption and the client took more time to receive a response from
the server.
• The outliers fluctuate over the intervals for both the clients.
The plot of Round-Trip Time (RTT) maximum value for client 1 and for all the
solutions, is shown in Figure 22. From the box-plot the approximate median values
of the metric data for the mutation-summary, ShareJS and Socket.io based solutions
over the intervals are in the range 2-6 ms, 0-2 ms, and 0-1 ms respectively. The
approximate inter-quartile values in mutation-summary, ShareJS and Socket.io based
solutions over the intervals are in the range 4-9 ms, 2-6 ms, 1-3 ms respectively. The





Figure 22: RTT maximum for client 1
The plot of Round-Trip Time (RTT) maximum value for client 2 and at all the
solutions, is shown in Figure 23. From the box-plot the approximate median values
of the metric data for the mutation-summary, ShareJS and Socket.io based solutions
over the intervals are in the range 2-7 ms, 0-5 ms, and 2-5 ms respectively. The
approximate inter-quartile values in mutation-summary, ShareJS and Socket.io based
solutions over the intervals are in the range 1-10 ms, 3-13 ms, 4-22 ms respectively.
The distribution of data for the solutions is skewed right at all the intervals. The
inter-quartile range value for the solutions over the intervals is between 3-23 ms
approximately.
Inference from the RTT maximum metric related plot is as follows:
• For client 1, mutation-summary based solution has higher five point summary






Figure 23: RTT maximum for client 2
the whole mutation-summary based solution has slightly higher RTT maximum
values for all the event intervals compared to the other solutions.
• For client 1, mutation-summary based solution has a median value of around 5
milliseconds for all the event intervals except at 40s and 50s, where the values
are below 5 milliseconds. For the other versions there is not much variation in
the median value and is less then 4 milliseconds.
• For client 2, the median value variation is similar to that of the client value
and the value is less than 8 milliseconds for all the solutions. Also, we noticed
that Socketio based solution has much skewness and could be due to delay in
fetching the large page resources.
• For the outliers maximum value is about 40 milliseconds at all the event
intervals, for both the clients and for the versions based on mutation-summary
and Socketio. The outliers in Sharejs has less maximum value compared to the
other two versions of the solution.
The plot of Round-Trip Time (RTT) minimum value for client 1 and for all the
solutions, is shown in Figure 24. From the box-plot we observe that for all the
solutions the median, maximum, minimum, and quartile values is between 0-0.1 ms.
Overall RTT minimum value observed is around 0 ms for all the solutions.
The plot of Round-Trip Time (RTT) minimum value for client 2 and for all the
solutions, is shown in Figure 25. From the box-plot we observe that for all the
solutions the median, maximum, minimum, and quartile values is between 0-0.6 ms.
Overall RTT minimum value observed is around 0 ms for all the solutions.
For client 1 the ShareJS and Socket.io based solutions have higher values. For






Figure 24: RTT minimum for client 1






Figure 25: RTT minimum for client 2
From the RTT minimum plots we observe that the minimum RTT seen in the
RTT samples is less than 0.1 milliseconds for both the clients and at all the event
intervals. The RTT minimum value seen is minimal due to the location of the cloud
server instance and also depending on the type of implementation. The outliers are
observed more for client 2 compared to client1.
From all the RTT measurements we observe that the mutation-summary based
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solution has higher RTT values compared to other versions of the solution. The
reason could be that the websocket implementation in this library is different from
the other libraries and uses faye-websocket library for the communication. The other
reason could be that the library has many resources to load before sending response
to the client. This pattern is also observed in the page load metric discussed earlier.
However, lower RTT values are observed in this implementation and can still be used
for real-time applications. The other libraries ShareJS and Socket.io, though use
different websocket implementations, perform faster and contain less resources to
load before sending response to the client.
4.4.5 Unique data bytes in TCP payload
The plot of unique data bytes value for the mutation-summary based solution, is
shown in Figure 26. From the box-plot median value of the metric is between 600-700
bytes at all the event intervals. The distribution of data is skewed right at all the
event intervals except at 1s and 5s interval where the distribution is symmetric and
skewed left respectively. The inter-quartile range value is between 50-500 bytes
approximately at all the intervals.
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Figure 26: Unique Bytes in TCP payload for the mutation-summary based solution
The plot of unique data bytes value for the ShareJS based solution, is shown in
Figure 27. From the box-plot median value of the metric is between 100-1000 bytes
at all the event intervals. The distribution of data is skewed right at all the event
intervals except for the 10s and 40s interval where the distribution is symmetric.
The inter-quartile range value is between 1000-7000 bytes approximately at all the
intervals.
The plot of unique data bytes value for the Socket.io based solution, is shown
in Figure 28. From the box-plot median value of the metric is consistent, that is
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Figure 27: Unique Bytes in TCP payload for the ShareJS based solution
about 500 bytes at all the event intervals except at 10s interval that has a value of
0 bytes. The distribution of data is skewed right at all the event intervals except
for the 60s where the distribution is symmetric. The inter-quartile range value is
between 1000-2000 bytes approximately at all the intervals.
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Figure 28: Unique Bytes in TCP payload for the Socketio based solution
On the whole, our inference from the unique bytes related plots is as follows:
• The unique bytes values are higher in the Socket.io based solution compared
to other solutions.
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• We could notice that in the ShareJS based solution the five point summary
values for this metric are higher only at a particular random event interval i.e.,
at 30s. It could be due to increase in the number of operations generated for
the corresponding state change.
• There is not much variation in the median value for all the three versions i.e.,
around 500 bytes.
• Socketio based solution observed fluctuations in the maximum value.
• The outliers are observed more in mutation-summary based solution compared
to the other solutions. There are slight fluctuations in the outliers in this
solution.
4.4.6 Actual data packets in TCP payload
The plot of actual data packets value for the mutation-summary based solution, is
shown in Figure 29. From the box-plot median value of the metric is consistent, that
is around 2 packets at all the event intervals. The distribution of data is skewed right
at all the event intervals except at the 30s and 50s intervals where the distribution is
symmetric. The inter-quartile range value is between 1-2 packets approximately at
all the intervals.
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Figure 29: Actual Packets in TCP payload for the mutation-summary based solution
The plots of actual data packets value for the ShareJS based solution, is shown in
Figures 30a and 30b. From the box-plot median value of the metric is between 0-2
packets at all the event intervals. The maximum, minimum, third quartile and first
quartile values for the solution at 30s interval are 150, 0, 80, 0 packets respectively.
The inter-quartile value is between 2-4 packets at all the intervals except at 30s
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interval where the value is about 70 packets. The distribution of data is symmetric
at 1s, 20s, 40s, 50s intervals and at 5s, 10s, 30s and 60s intervals it is skewed right.
Event Intervals
(a) For intervals 1s, 5s, 10s, 20s, 40s, 50s, 60s
Event Interval
30s
(b) For 30s interval
Figure 30: Actual Packets in TCP payload for the ShareJS based solution
The plot of actual data packets value for the Socket.io based solution, is shown in
Figure 31. From the box-plot median value of the metric is having a constant value
of 1 packet for all the event intervals except at the 10s interval where the value is
0 packet. The distribution of data is skewed right at all the event intervals except
for 60s where it is symmetric. The inter-quartile range value is between 2-4 packets
approximately at all the intervals.
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Figure 31: Actual Packets in TCP payload for the Socketio based solution
On the whole, our inference from the actual data packets metric related plots is
as follows:
• The median values are almost constant at all the event intervals for Socketio
and mutation-summary based solutions.
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• For the shareJS based solution fluctuations are observed for the five point
summary values of this metric.
• The five point summary values had a sudden peak at a particular event interval
in the ShareJS based solution i.e., at 30 second. This is also the reason for the
high unique bytes value at 30s interval that is mentioned earlier. The reason
could be due to increase in the number of operations for the corresponding
state change. For rest of the event intervals these values are low.
• The number of packets transferred is high in the mutation-summary based
solution among other solutions considering the median values of the metric.
• The outliers are more in mutation-summary based solution compared to the
other solutions. However, the number of outliers are minimal. Considering
these outliers we can say that at any given event interval a maximum of 6
packets are transferred.
4.4.7 Throughput
Throughput plots are considered without outliers as we observed minimal outliers
and are almost negligible. The outliers are excluded using R boxplots for the reason
that we have sufficient data to analyze and to reduce the skewness of the data. The
plot of throughput value for client 1 and for the mutation-summary based solution, is
shown in Figure 32. From the box-plot median value of the metric is between 0-10000
bytes/second at all the event intervals. The distribution of data is skewed right at
all the event intervals except at 60s interval where the distribution is skewed left.
The inter-quartile range value is between 2000-12500 bytes/second approximately at
all the intervals.
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Figure 32: Throughput for client1 and for the mutation-summary based solution
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The plot of throughput value for client 2 and for the mutation-summary based
solution, is shown in Figure 33. From the box-plot, median value of the metric is
between 0-14000 bytes/second at all the event intervals. The distribution of data
is skewed right at all the event intervals except at 50s and 60s intervals where the
distribution is skewed left. The inter-quartile range value is between 2500-14000
bytes/second approximately at all the intervals.
Event Intervals
Figure 33: Throughput for client2 and for the mutation-summary based solution
The plot of throughput value for client 1 and for the ShareJS based solution, is
shown in Figure 34. From the box-plot, median value of the metric is between 0-4
bytes/second at all the event intervals. The distribution of data is skewed right at
all the event intervals except at 20s and 50s interval where the distribution is skewed
left. The inter-quartile range value is between 4-10 bytes/second approximately at
all the intervals.
The plot of throughput value for client 2 and for the ShareJS based solution, is
shown in Figure 35. From the box-plot, median value of the metric is between 3-9
bytes/second at all the event intervals. The distribution of data is skewed right at
all the event intervals. The inter-quartile range value is between 2-10 bytes/second
approximately at all the intervals.
The plot of throughput value for client 1 and for the Socket.io based solution, is
shown in Figure 36. From the box-plot, median value of the metric is between 0-5
bytes/second at all the event intervals. The distribution of data is skewed right at all
the event intervals except at 20s and 40s intervals where the distribution is skewed
left. The inter-quartile range value is between 4-11 bytes/second approximately at
all the intervals.
The plot of throughput value for client 2 and for the Socket.io based solution, is
shown in Figure 37. From the box-plot, median value of the metric is between 4-10
bytes/second at all the event intervals. The distribution of data is skewed right at
all the event intervals except at 30s interval where the distribution is skewed left.
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Figure 34: Throughput for client1 and for the ShareJS based solution
Event Intervals
Figure 35: Throughput for client2 and for the ShareJS based solution
The inter-quartile range value is between 5-40 bytes/second approximately at all the
intervals.
On the whole, our inference from throughput related plots is as follows:
• Mutation-summary based solution has higher throughput compared to other
solutions. This could be because of the amount of data that is transferred for
a corresponding state change. For client 1, a decreasing trend is observed for
this metric value until 50s interval and then there is a sudden increase in the
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Figure 36: Throughput for client1 and for the Socketio based solution
Event Intervals
Figure 37: Throughput for client2 and for the Socketio based solution
value at 60s interval. This trend is because of the number of events generated
at a particular interval.
• For Sharejs and Socket.io based solutions there are fluctuations in this metric
value at all event intervals.
• The throughput is less in Socketio based solution compared to other solutions.
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4.4.8 Qualitative Evaluation from programmer’s perspective
The mutation-summary [48] library is useful to design screen sharing web applications.
It can clone the entire DOM changes with minimal latency. Also, with the adequate
documentation available, it is not difficult to design web applications using this
library. However it has some limitations apart from the ones mentioned in [48],
such as it cannot clone all the contents of certain DOM (Document Object Model)
elements. As an example iframe content cannot be cloned. We found this when we
tried to clone the embedded youtube iframe media content in our application, across
the clients. It gives only read access to the content for the viewers and because of this
limitation it cannot be used for designing interactive applications. To support user
interactions, the library has to be modified as per the needs. It becomes complicated
to modify the library if there are multiple complex CSS selectors such as pseudo
element (for example "div:first-child"). The mutation-summary API [40] consists of
a single class called “MutationSummary” that can be instantiated with the available
configuration options to observe the changes in the Document Object Model (DOM).
The observed net DOM changes are then passed to the callback function. This makes
it easy to observe all the DOM changes in a single call. Also, the callback function
is provided with only the net-effect of the DOM changes (for example when a new
element is created and then deleted before the callback, the net effect is that nothing
has changed and hence no changes to be sent). There are options to observe only
elements, attributes, character data or all of them by setting the type of query in
the class configuration. There are also methods such as ‘reconnect’ and ‘disconnect’
to dynamically observe or to stop observing changes respectively.
The ShareJS library [23] is useful to design real-time collaborative web applications
such as text editors, multi-player games. There are some considerations for the
programmers that we made during the implementation of the solution using this
library. Our analysis is based on the library version 0.7 that we used for this thesis.
The implementation considerations in this version of the library are:
• Due to the complexity involved in designing Operational Transform algorithms
it is time consuming to implement them for the content other than text and
JSON.
• There are some discrepancies in the information provided in the documentation
due to which the programmer may need to spend time in fixing the issues.
• The older versions of the library are not suitable to design distributed web
applications. That is to design web applications that can run in a distributed
system where multiple components in a connected network communicate with
each other. These web applications are used for different purposes such as load
sharing, database servers, application servers and so on.
Apart from the considerations it is easy to implement the real-time web solutions
using this library. Also, the latest version available is suitable for web applications
suitable for distributed architecture.
The ShareJS server API gives flexibility to choose ‘Redis’ and ‘livedb’ in memory
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datastore for its back-end and the default one being ‘livedb’. For client-server commu-
nication it supports browserchannel [29], websockets or any other transport protocol
that not only guarantees in order message delivery but also provides websocket-like
API to client and node object stream to the server. However, the recommended one
is browserchannel as some of the features can be used without writing an extra bit
of code to call additional methods (i.e., to re-establish session state of the socket
on reconnect ‘socket.onopen’ method is to be called, to allow data transfer during
connection establishment ‘socket.canSendWhileConnecting = true’ flag is to be set,
and for JSON stringifying ‘socket.canSendJSON = true’ is to be set). Also, as per
the documentation, Socketio is not recommended for the transport especially for
collaborative web applications but it doesn’t mention if this is true for the Socketio
version 1.0.
The ShareJS client API provides methods to; open a connection to the sharejs
server; create or edit documents for storing the client data; subscribe or unsubscribe
document changes; submit or delete operations. However, these methods are fre-
quently changed or removed entirely over the versions and the documentation for
it is sometimes misleading. It is recommended to follow the changelog [4] for the
changes in the latest versions. Also, as per the changelog version 0.7 is not a stable
version yet and improvements are expected.
The Socket.io library [56] version 1.0 is useful to design real-time collaborative web
applications. It is easy to implement real-time web applications using this library.
The documentation is adequate to understand the library functions. One requirement
in this library is that both the server and the client must be using the socket.io
libraries for establishing connection. Both the client and server APIs are easy to use
that comes with proper documentation. The server API provides flexibility to use
any in memory based datastore. The currently available options are redis, mongodb,
and default socket.io adapter are supported. The default in memory based adapter is
called ‘socket.io-adapter’ and the redis adapter is called ‘socket.io-redis’ that is built
on top of default socket.io adapter. The client API provides an option for the client
to reconnect automatically based on the type of reconnection i.e., reconnect after
some delay, maximum reconnection delay and so on. The socket.io library allows
non-socket processes to communication with socket.io servers using ‘socket.io-emitter’
library. It is recommended to check on all the improvements from the blog page of
the Socket.io website [57]. The limitation in socket.io is that it does not establish a
connection when self-signed certificates are used.
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5 Conclusion
This thesis realized an efficient web-based solution for remote management of pervasive
displays. We leveraged the cloud computing paradigm and deployed a management
server that clones the state changes in the content to the pervasive displays, instead
of sending the entire content for every state change. We adopted HTML5 and
WebSocket to provide low-latency bidirectional communication. We implemented
three versions of a representative digital signage application using state-of-the-art
JavaScript libraries for real-time communication and evaluated the performance of
each of them. Moreover, we also analyzed the performance of the VNC with our
solution for comparison purposes.
We conducted several experiments to study the performance of the application for
each of the considered libraries. We focused on performance metrics such as payload,
round trip time (RTT), application response time, and page load time. We studied
these metrics in different network conditions. From the experiments conducted, we
conclude that the solution based on mutation-summary has less application response
time but slightly higher payload size and RTT values compared to other solutions.
Moreover, the solution based on mutation-summary has overall a higher page load
time. From these observations we suggest that the mutation-summary-based solu-
tion is suited for non-interactive applications. The solutions based on ShareJS and
Socket.io are better suited for real-time collaborative applications. However, the
delay is higher thus making them not the best choice for digital signage scenarios.
There is a trade-off between choosing libraries for real-time applications requiring
user interactions and the applications requiring less delay with no user interactions.
We also experimented with other libraries such as React.js and DerbyJS. One
observation made out of these libraries is that we can build an effective real-time
collaborative web application using ShareJS to observe the state changes of the
Document Object Model (DOM) content and React.js to render the content on the
target machine. We argue that this solution would be effective in terms of delay and
overhead.
We plan to investigate further on effective web based solutions for remote man-
agement of pervasive displays. One aspect would be to provide solutions for the
remote management of multiple content shown at the same time on pervasive displays.
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APPENDIX
A Ethernet Experiment Related Plots
We also considered Ethernet interface for our experiment and the relevant details are
mentioned in this section.
Interface Download speed Upload speed
Ethernet 94.89 Megabits per second 93.56 Megabits per second
Table 2: Ethernet Interface Specifications
The plot of WebSocket Frames payload metric for the mutation-summary based
solution is shown in Figure 38a. From the box-plot we observe that there is a
variation in the median value over the event intervals. The Figure 38b is a clear
representation of the box-plot for 1s and 5s event intervals of the main plot. The
distribution of data is skewed left at all the event intervals except at 60s where it
has slightly skewed right distribution. At 1s, 10s and 50s event intervals data is
symmetrically distributed and at 60s data is skewed right. The inter-quartile range
value is approximately between 40-80 bytes over the intervals 20s, 30s, 40s, 50s, and
60s and has a value between 3-10 bytes over the intervals 1s, 5s, and 10s.
Event Intervals
(a) For all the intervals
Event Intervals
(b) For the intervals 1s and 10s
Figure 38: WebSocket Frames Payload for the solution based on mutation-summary
library
The plot of WebSocket Frames payload metric for the ShareJS based solution is
shown in Figure 39. From the box-plot we observe that the payload median value
is about same i.e., 20 bytes at all the intervals except at 60s that has a value of 40
bytes. The distribution of data is skewed right at all the intervals. The inter-quartile
range value is approximately between 75-85 bytes over the intervals.
The plot of WebSocket Frames payload metric for the Socketio based solution
is shown in Figures 40a and 40b. From the box-plot we observe that the payload
median value has a large variation over the event intervals. The distribution of data
is skewed left at 1s, 5s, 20s, 30s intervals and is skewed right at 40s, 50s, and 60s
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Event Intervals
Figure 39: WebSocket Frames Payload for the solution based on ShareJS library
intervals. The inter-quartile range value is approximately between 1 byte at the
intervals 1s, 5s, 10s and has a value of 25 bytes approximately at the other intervals.
Event Intervals
(a) For all the intervals
Event Intervals
(b) For intervals 1s, 5s, 10s
Figure 40: WebSocket Frames Payload for the solution based on Socketio library
The plot of application response time metric for the mutation-summary based
solution is shown in Figure 41a. From the box-plot median value of the metric is
between 20-25 ms approximately at all the event intervals except at 5s that has a
value of 65 ms approximately. The distribution of data is skewed right at all the
intervals except at 10s that has symmetric distribution of data. The inter-quartile
range value is between 4-16 ms approximately at all the intervals.
The plot of application response time metric for the ShareJS based solution is
shown in Figure 41b. The distribution of data is skewed right at all the intervals
except at 30s that has symmetric distribution. The inter-quartile range value is




(a) Mutation-summary based solution
Event Intervals
(b) ShareJS based solution
Figure 41: Application response time plots
The plot of application response time metric for the Socket.io based solution,
is shown in Figures 42a and 42b. From the box-plot median value of the metric is
between 30-110 ms at all the event intervals except at 1s that has a value of 300 ms.
The distribution of data is skewed right at all the intervals except at 50s that have
skewed left distribution. The inter-quartile range value is 900 ms at 1s interval and
for the rest of the intervals it is between 13-70 ms approximately.
Event Intervals
(a) For intervals 5s, 10s, 20s, 30s, 50s, 60s
1sEvent Intervals
(b) For 1s interval
Figure 42: Application response time for the solution based on Socketio library
The plot of Round-Trip Time (RTT) average value for client 1 and for all the
solutions, is shown in Figure 43. From the box-plot the approximate median values
of the metric data for the mutation-summary, ShareJS and Socket.io based solutions
over the intervals are in the range 9.3-10 ms, 8.5-9 ms, and 8.4-9.4 ms respectively.
The approximate inter-quartile values in mutation-summary, ShareJS and Socket.io
based solutions over the intervals are in the range 1.2-2.3 ms, 1-2.3 ms, 0.2-2.2 ms
respectively. The distribution of data for the solutions is skewed right at all intervals.
The plot of Round-Trip Time (RTT) average value for client 2 and for all the
solutions, is shown in Figure 44. From the box-plot the approximate median values
of the metric data for the mutation-summary, ShareJS and Socket.io based solutions
over the intervals are in the range 9.8-10 ms, 8.9-10.4 ms, and 8.8-11 ms respectively.
The approximate inter-quartile values in mutation-summary, ShareJS and Socket.io






Figure 43: RTT average for client 1
respectively. The distribution of data for the solutions is skewed right at all intervals





Figure 44: RTT average for client 2
The plot of Round-Trip Time (RTT) maximum value for client 1 and for all
the solutions, is shown in Figure 45. From the box-plot the approximate median
values of the metric data for the mutation-summary, ShareJS and Socket.io based
solutions over the intervals are between 14-16 ms, around 10 ms, and between 8-14 ms
respectively. The approximate inter-quartile values in mutation-summary, ShareJS
and Socket.io based solutions over the intervals are in the range 4-10 ms, 5-20 ms,
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Figure 45: RTT maximum for client 1
The plot of Round-Trip Time (RTT) maximum value for client 2 and for all
the solutions, is shown in Figure 46. From the box-plot the approximate median
values of the metric data for the mutation-summary, ShareJS and Socket.io based
solutions over the intervals are in the range 12-15 ms, 9-18 ms, and 10-30 ms
respectively. The approximate inter-quartile values in mutation-summary, ShareJS
and Socket.io based solutions over the intervals are in the range 3-7 ms, 3-15 ms,
3-38 ms respectively. The distribution of data for the solutions is skewed right at all
the intervals except at 5s/10s/50s. At 5s and 50s interval mutation summary based
solution has symmetric distribution and at the 10s interval Socket.io based solution
has symmetric distribution.
The plot of Round-Trip Time (RTT) minimum value for client 1 and for all the
solutions, is shown in Figure 47. From the box-plot the approximate median values
of the metric data for the mutation-summary, ShareJS and Socket.io based solutions
over the intervals are in the range 8.1-8.2 ms, 8.1-8.3 ms, and 8.1-8.2 ms respectively.
The approximate inter-quartile values in mutation-summary, ShareJS and Socket.io
based solutions over the intervals are in the range 0.2-0.3 ms, 0.1-0.2 ms, 0.1-0.3 ms
respectively. The distribution of data for the solutions is symmetric except at 60s
interval that has skewed right distribution.
The plot of Round-Trip Time (RTT) minimum value for client 2 and for all
the solutions, is shown in Figure 48. From the box-plot the approximate median
values of the metric data for the mutation-summary, ShareJS and Socket.io based
solutions over the intervals are in the range 8.05-8.2 ms, 8.2-8.4 ms, and 8.15-8.3 ms
respectively. The approximate inter-quartile values in mutation-summary, ShareJS











Figure 47: RTT minimum for client 1
ms, 0.1-0.3 ms respectively. The distribution of data for the solutions is symmetric
for most of the intervals.
The plot of unique data bytes value for the mutation-summary based solution, is
shown in Figure 49a. From the box-plot median value of the metric is about 600
bytes at all the event intervals. The distribution of data is skewed right at all the
event intervals. The inter-quartile range value is between 30-400 bytes approximately
at all the intervals.
The plots of unique data bytes value for the ShareJS based solution, is shown






Figure 48: RTT minimum for client 2
Event Intervals
(a) Mutation-summary based solution
Event Intervals
(b) Socketio based solution
Figure 49: Unique Bytes in TCP payload
500-1000 bytes at all the event intervals. The inter-quartile range value is between
500-15000 bytes approximately at all the intervals.
The plot of unique data bytes value for the Socket.io based solution, is shown in
Figure 49b. From the box-plot median value of the metric is between 0-1000 bytes
at all the event intervals. The distribution of data is skewed right at all the event
intervals. The inter-quartile range value is between 800-2000 bytes approximately at
all the intervals.
The plot of actual data packets value for the mutation-summary based solution,
is shown in Figure 51a. From the box-plot median value of the metric is consistent,
that is about 2 packets at all the event intervals. The distribution of data is skewed
right at all the event intervals. The inter-quartile range value is between 2-3 packets
at all the intervals.
The plot of actual data packets value for the ShareJS based solution, is shown
in Figure 51b. From the box-plot median value of the metric is about 2 packets
at all the event intervals. The distribution of data is skewed right at all the event
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Event Intervals
(a) For intervals 1s, 5s, 10s, 20s, 40s, 50s, 60s
respectively
Event Intervals
(b) For interval 30s respectively
Figure 50: Unique Bytes in TCP payload for the ShareJS based solution
intervals. The inter-quartile range value is between 2-10 packets approximately at
all the intervals except at 1s interval where the value is about 59 packets.
Event Intervals
(a) Actual Packets in TCP payload for the mutation-summary based
solution
Event Intervals
(b) ShareJS based solution
Event Intervals
(c) Socketio based solution
Figure 51: Actual Packets in TCP payload
The plot of actual data packets value for the Socket.io based solution, is shown
in Figure 51c. From the box-plot median value of the metric is between 0-3 packets
at all the event intervals. The distribution of data is skewed right at all the event
intervals except at 20s where it is symmetric. The inter-quartile range value is
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between 2-5 packets approximately at all the intervals.
The plot of throughput value for client 1 and for the mutation-summary based
solution, is shown in Figure 52a. From the box-plot median value of the metric is
between 0-7000 bytes/second at all the event intervals. The distribution of data
is skewed right at all the event intervals except at 20s and 40s intervals where
the distribution is symmetric. The inter-quartile range value is between 0-14000





Figure 52: Throughput for the mutation-summary based solution
The plot of throughput value for client 2 and for the mutation-summary based
solution, is shown in Figure 52b. From the box-plot, median value of the metric
is between 0-9000 bytes/second at all the event intervals. The distribution of data
is skewed right at all the event intervals except at 60s where the distribution is
skewed left. The inter-quartile range value is between 3000-14000 bytes/second
approximately at all the intervals.
The plot of throughput value for client 1 and for the ShareJS based solution,
is shown in Figure 53a. From the box-plot, median value of the metric is between
1-9 bytes/second at all the event intervals. The distribution of data is skewed right
at all the event intervals except at 30s where the distribution is skewed left. The






Figure 53: Throughput for the ShareJS based solution
The plot of throughput value for client 2 and for the ShareJS based solution, is
shown in Figure 53b. From the box-plot, median value of the metric is between 0-20
bytes/second at all the event intervals. The distribution of data is skewed right at
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all the event intervals except at 20s and 30s interval where the distribution is skewed
left. The inter-quartile range value is between 7-95 bytes/second approximately at
all the intervals.
The plot of throughput value for client 1 and for the Socket.io based solution, is
shown in Figure 54a. From the box-plot, median value of the metric is between 0-7
bytes/second at all the event intervals. The distribution of data is skewed right at
all the event intervals. The inter-quartile range value is between 6-17 bytes/second





Figure 54: Throughput for the ShareJS based solution
The plot of throughput value for client 2 and for the Socket.io based solution, is
shown in Figure 54b. From the box-plot, median value of the metric is between 1-13
bytes/second at all the event intervals. The distribution of data is skewed right at all
the event intervals except at 10s and 20s intervals where the distribution is symmetric.
The inter-quartile range value is between 5-16 bytes/second approximately at all the
intervals.
